Using separable potentials forKN − πΣ interaction, we investigated four-body kaonic nuclear systems such as K − ppn and K − K − pp, with the Faddeev AGS method in the momentum representation. The Faddeev calculations are based on the quasi-particle method and the method of the energy dependent pole expansion was used to obtain the separable representation for the integral kernels in the three-and four-body equations. Different types ofKN − πΣ potentials based on phenomenological and chiral SU(3) approach are used and it was shown that the kaonic nuclear systems under consideration are tightly bound.
There is an opinion that the K − pp system has a two-pole structure similar to theKN system [30] . To study this issue, the Faddeev amplitudes forKN andKNN systems were calculated in the complex energy plane. With this method, we investigated how the pole energy manifest itself in two-and three-body scattering amplitudes. We examined whether the first and the second pole of these systems can be seen in the corresponding scattering amplitudes. Different models of interactions, which are derived chirally and phenomenologically, will be included in our calculations forKN − πΣ system [31, 32] .
The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. II, we will explain the formalism used for the fourbodyKNNN andKKNN systems and give a brief description of the quasi-particle method and separable representation of the Faddeev amplitudes by EDPE method. The two-body inputs of the calculations and the computed binding energies and widths are presented in Sect. III and in Section IV, we give conclusions.
II. THREE-AND FOUR-BODY CALCULATIONS
In the present work, the possible existence of a quasi-bound state in the K − ppn and K − K − pp four-body systems was studied. We used the quasi-particle method to solve the four-body Faddeev equations. The key point of the quasi-particle method is the separable representation of the off-shell scattering amplitudes in two-and three-body subsystems [28, 33, 34] . Using properly symmetrized and antisymmetrized states with respect to identical kaons and nucleons, we will have the following subsystems of theKNNN four-body systems, without defining the interacting pairs. 
The quantum numbers of theKNNN are I = 0 and s = 
In the case ofKKNN system, we have one pair of identical kaon and one pair identical nucleon. Therefore, we will have four different subsystems, which are given by α = 1 :K + (KNN), α = 2 : N + (KKN), α = 3 : (KN) + (KN), α = 4 : (KK) + (NN).
the quantum numbers of theKKNN are I = 0 and s = 0. Therefore, the number of configurations will be ten when we add the isospin and spin indexis
The whole dynamics ofKNNN system is described in terms of the transition amplitudes A αβ which connect the quasi-two-body channels characterized by Eqs.
(1) and (3). In Fig. 1 , the four different rearrangement channels of theKNNN and six rearrangement channels of thē KKNN four-body system including the K-and H-type diagrams are represented. In Fig. 1 , the partitions defined in 1 and 3 are depicted, including the two-quasi-particles in the subsystems.
Antisymmetrization of nucleons and symmetrization of the kaons to be made within each channel.
The Faddeev equations for kaonic systems under consideration can be expressed by [35, 36] A
Here, the operators A
,nn ′ are the four-body transition amplitudes, which describe the dynamics of the four-bodyKNNN andKKNN systems and the θ γ,s lm -functions are the effective propagators. The total energy of the four-body system and the momentum of the spectator particle is defined by E and p, respectively. To define the spectator particle or interacting particles in each two-and three-body subsystem, we used the i, j and k indices and the isospin of the interacting particles are defined by I i . The indices n, l, m are used for defining which term of the separable expansion of the subamplitudes is used. The operators R I i I j ,ss ′ α(i)β(j),nn ′ are driving terms, which describe the effective particle-exchange potential realized by the exchanged particle between the quasi-particles in channels α and β, which can be written as
where the symbols Ω I i I j ss ′ are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, the functions u α,s n,iI i are the form factors that generated by the separable representation of the sub-amplitudes appearing in the channels (1 and 3) and z is given as
. The subsystem energies are defined by ǫ α .
Finally, the momenta q( p, p ′ ) and q ′ ( p, p ′ ) are given in terms of p and p ′ . We use the relations
where m is exchanged particle or quasi-particle mass and the reduced masses M α and M α in the channel α of the [3+1] subsystem are defined by Before solving the four-body equations, one should solve the bound state problem for the twoand three-body subsystems that are specified in the partitions (1 and 3). The three-body Faddeev equations [10] in the AGS take the form To take the coupling betweenKN and πΣ channels directly into account, the formalism of Faddeev equations should be extended to include the particle channels [10, 11] . Thus, all threebody operators should have particle indices for each state in addition to the Faddeev indices. In the present calculations, the πΣN channel of theKNN system and πKΣ channel of theKKN system have not been included directly and one-channel Faddeev AGS equations are solved for theKNN and theKKN systems. We approximated the full coupled-channel interaction by constructing the so-called exact opticalKN − πΣ potential [37] . The exact optical potential provides exactly the same elasticKN scattering amplitude as the coupled-channel model of interaction. Thus, our coupled-channels four-body calculations with coupled-channelKN − πΣ interaction is equivalent to the one-channel four-body calculation using the so-called exact optical
The decaying to the πΣN and πKΣ channels is taken into account through the imaginary part of the opticalKN(−πΣ) potential. Since, we do not include the πΣN and πKΣ channels directly into our calculations, in Eq. (9) we neglected the particle indices of the operators.
We have to introduce a separable representation for the three-body amplitudes and driving terms, which will be necessary to find the solution of three-body subsystems. In the present work, for this purpose we apply the EDPE expansion method [28, 35] . The separable form of the Faddeev transition amplitudes is given by
The starting point of the energy dependent pole expansion method (EDPE) is the eigenvalue equations for the vertex functions u
By solving equations (9), we can define the binding energy and width of K − pp, K − K − p and 3 He systems. Since, the K − d is not bound, in Eq. (9), we will put 
After finding the vertex functions u α,s n,iI i (q, ǫ), we can define the effective EDPE propagators θ α (ǫ) in Eqs. 5 and 10 by
Before we proceed to solve the four-body equations, we also need as input the equations describing two independent pairs of interacting particles such as (KN)(NN), (KK)(NN) and (KN)(KN) [16, 17] . Thus, one should define the vertex functions and the EDPE propagators for each isospin state of these subsystems. We have taken
resonance mass and width),
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Before we proceed to represent the obtained results, we will have a survey on the two-body interactions. The two-body interactions are the central input to our few-body calculations. The orbital angular momentum of all interactions is taken to be zero. We used separable potentials in momentum representation in the form
where
is the form factor of the interacting two-body system with relative momentum k α and isospin I. Here, λ αβ I is the strength parameter of the interaction. The interactions are further labeled with the α values to take theKN − πΣ coupling directly into account. Using separable potentials in the form 14 for two-body interaction, we can define the two-body t-matrices in the form
where the operator τ αβ I (E) is the usual two-body propagator. To describe theKN −πΣ interaction, which plays a crucial role in the present three-and four-body calculations, we considered three different phenomenological and chiral potentials [31, 32] . The potentials have one-and two-pole structure of the Λ(1405). The parameters of theKN − πΣ phenomenological potentials, are given in Ref. [32] . These potentials are adjusted to reproduce the SIDDHARTA experiment results [38] .
Thus, depending on a pole structure of the Λ(1405), we refer these potentials as "SIDD-1"and "SIDD-2"potential. The parameters of theKN − πΣ chiral potential, are given in Ref. [31] which is an energy-dependent potential. Another important interaction in our few-body calculatios is the nucleon-nucleon interaction. The potential that we considered here is the one-term PEST potential from Ref. [39] , which is a separable approximation of the Paris model of NN interaction. The parameters of the PEST potential are given in Ref. [39] .
The experimental information onK-K interaction is poor. We used a separable potential for theKK with I = 1, in a Yamaguchi form
The range parameter value 3.9 fm −1 is adopted forKK interaction to represent the exchange of heavy mesons and the strength parameter λ I=1 KK is adjusted to reproduce the K + K + scattering length, for which we used as a guideline the result of lattice QCD calculation as a K + K + = 0.141 fm [40] .
It has been suggested in Ref. [30] , that the K − pp system might exhibit a double-pole structure similar to Λ(1405). Based on the their calculations, such double poles of the K − pp system are related to the experimental results. The observed signal close to the πΣN threshold in DISTO and J-PARC E27 experiments, which indicate a deeply bound K − pp state are regarded as the second pole of the K − pp system, while the observed signal close to theKNN threshold in J-PARC E15 experiment is considered as the first pole. The position of a quasi-bound state in the threebody problem is usually defined by solving the homogeneous integral equations (11) . To find the resonance energy of the three-body system using these equations, one should search for a complex energy at which the first eigenvalue of the kernel matrix becomes equal to one. The essence of the calculation scheme is the integration in the complex plane [11] . In the present work, we used another way to find the K − pp pole position(s) without integration in the complex momentum plane. The signal of the quasi-bound state would be observed in the Faddeev amplitudes.
We studied how the signature of the K − pp system shows up in the three-body scattering amplitudes by using coupled-channel Faddeev AGS equations. To achieve this goal, we must solve the inhomogeneous integral equations for the amplitudes defined in Eq. (9) . Since the input energy of AGS equations is complex the standard moving singularities that are caused by the opened channel πΣN, will not appear. With this method, we computed the scattering amplitudes at complex energies. The calculated resonance energies that have presented in Table I 
In the present calculations, the momentums q and q ′ were taken to be 150MeV/c. The real part of the three-body energy, ǫ, changes from 2270 MeV to 2370 MeV and the imaginary part changes from -100 to 0 MeV. In Fig. 2 , we used the energydependent chiral potential to calculate the scattering amplitudes and in Fig. 3 , we used one-and two-pole version of the SIDD potential. As one can see, both of the poles related to the structure of Λ(1405) resonance can be seen in two-body scattering amplitudes. One close to theKN threshold with small width and the other close to the πΣ threshold with large width, while the second pole in the K − pp system cannot be seen for all models ofKN interaction.
Starting from Faddeev AGS equations 5 and using different versions of theKN −πΣ potentials, the binding energy and width of the K − ppn and In Table III, TheKN channel is strongly coupled to the πΣ channel. Therefore, in actual calculation thē KNNN andKKNN four-body equations should be generalized to include the coupled channels KNNN − πΣNN andKKNN − πKΣN − ππΣΣ, respectively. Plus theKN − πΣ and nucleon-nucleon interactions, there are other interactions in the lower-lying four-body channels, namely ππ, πK, πN, ΣK, ΣΣ and ΣN interactions. There is scarce information about some of these interactions and also when we include these remaining interactions the number of channels will increase rapidly and the treatment of the four-body turns out to be very complicated. These computational costs can be reduced by using an effective single-channelKN(−πΣ) potential.
Therefore, in our calculations the lower-lying four-body channels are included effectively and consequently the remaining interactions in the lower four-body channels are neglected for the systems under consideration. Using Eqs. 14 and 15, we can define the optical t-matrices in the form
where the operator G α is the Green's function in α channel and the operator λ I,opt αα can be defined by A definitive study of the K − ppn and K − K − pp bound states could be performed using standard energy-dependentKN input potential, too [31] . The energy-dependent potentials provide a weakerKN attraction for lower energies than the energy-independent potentials. Therefore, one expects that, the quasi-bound states resulting from the energy-dependent potential happen to be shallower. The comparison of the obtained results for the chiralKN − πΣ interaction with the calculated binding energies for phenomenologicalKN interaction shows that energy-independent potentials produce much deeper bound state for four-body kaonic systems under consideration in the present work.
It was shown in Ref. [37] , that exact optical potential approximation is more accurate for the one-pole version of theKN interaction than for the two-pole model of interaction. In other words, Table III with other theoretical results. The Faddeev calculations of the K − ppn and K − K − pp systems were also carried out in Refs. [16, 17] using the same VK N potentials.
The HSE method was used there to find the separable expression of the Faddeev amplitudes in (2+2) and (3+1) subsystems. Comparing the present results for K − ppn and K − K − pp systems with those in [16] and [17] shows that the obtained binding energies within the EDPE method are deeper than those resulting from the HSE method.
Faddeev-Yakubowsky equations were solved in [42] with phenomenological energy independentKN potentials. Therefore, in principle, their calculation with the energy independent version of theKN potential should give a result, which are close to ours with a phenomenological model of interaction. The variational calculations using AY potential were also carried out in [43] . It is seen, however, that only their binding energies are comparable to ours, while the widths obtained in [43] are much bigger than ours. Variational calculations using chiral energy independentKN potential were also done in Refs. [20, 43] . The obtained binding energies are shallower than those calculated in the present work. It is caused by the relative weakness of the chiralKN interaction as compared to phenomenologicalKN. 
with V 
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, the Faddeev-type calculations ofKNNN andKKNN systems were performed.
We have calculated the binding energy and width of these kaonic systems. To investigate the dependence of the resulting binding energies and widths on models ofKN − πΣ interaction, different versions ofKN − πΣ potentials, which produce the one-or two-pole structure of Λ (1405) resonance, were used. In the present calculations, we approximated the full coupled-channel oneand two-pole models of interaction by constructing the exact opticalKN − πΣ potential. There- as the one for πΣNN in the case ofKNNN system. Thus, there is more phase space available for the decay and that again could lead to a larger width. Therefore, the full coupled-channel calculations of the systems under consideration in the future may help us to make a better judgment about the effects of the lower-lying channels. plus the four-body systems, theKNN system was also studied. The Faddeev amplitudes for this system was calculated and it was shown that double-pole structure cannot be seen in the Faddeev amplitudes.
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